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2019 was one of the most successful years in the 26 
year history of the Boulder Rotary Club Foundation 
(BRCF).  

The Foundation granted more than $162,000 
towards worthy projects, from behavioral wellness 
to clean water, peace building, scholarships, and 
environmental sustainability. 

To mark the 100th anniversary of the founding of the 
Boulder Rotary Club, The Foundation funded a 
Mindfulness Path and garden at Boulder Community 
Health, three water hydration stations across the 
city, and an expansion of the Peace Park in downtown 
Boulder, thanks to generous contributions from 
members and friends of Boulder Rotary. 

Foundation funding, including grants from the 
Endowment for Education (E4E), provided 
scholarships totaling $61,000 to students ranging 
from elementary school to traditional and vocational 
colleges, while total Foundation assets grew to 
$951,816 due to wise financial investments.   

Your BRCF is strong, and your contributions allow 
continued Good Work in our Community

Introduction



Peace
A number of Peace projects received 
grants from the Foundation in 2019.  
Just one example is the International 
Peace Park in downtown Boulder

The Boulder Rotary Club, in partnership with the 
Boulder Rotary Club Foundation and the City of Boulder 
Parks and Recreation, undertook an enhancement of 
the International Peace Garden, originally dedicated on 
October 6, 1990.  The enhanced environment aims to 
promote a culture of peace and environmental 
sustainability, cultivate personal emotional awareness, 
and build bridges across communities. 

All visitors can experience concepts of peace, 
environmental sustainability, and community by 
following the Infinite Walk of Peace. Throughout this 
walk, they will encounter peace inscriptions embossed in 
stone benches, peace poles featuring sayings of peace 
and representing the City of Boulder Sister Cities, the 
Sister City Plaza, a kinetic sculpture, a pillar recognizing 
peace leaders in our community, and Montmorency 
cherry trees planted as a symbol of good fortune, new 
beginnings, and revival.



Youth Programs

Nearly $60,000 was gifted to youth programs in 2019, 
including the Leo Hill Vocational Scholarships, dedicated 
to assisting first generation and non-traditional 
students to attend the excellent Vocational Schools in 
Colorado. 

In addition to grants previously mentioned, $7,500 
supported two international Exchange Students, and 
$500 funded Journaling (pen pals) between 3rd graders 
and Boulder Rotary Club members.

A wide variety of youth programs are 
supported by Foundation grants. In 
2019, these included Imagination 
Library, the regional Spelling Bee, the 
Peaceful Schools Project, and a 
variety of scholarship programs.
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